Wire a dryer

To create this article, 20 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This
article has been viewed , times. Learn more Modern appliances require 4 conductor cord sets
separate conductors or wires for line 1, line 2, ground and neutral. Generally, this setup is safer,
because the current-carrying neutral is not connected to the dryer case. However, it is useless if
the wall receptacle does not have a separate ground slot. In that case, you'll have to do the very
simple procedure of converting a 4-wire dryer to a 3-wire setup. Conversion of these appliances
in the U. The receptacle and wiring should be modernized to a 4 conductor arrangement
instead. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article Steps. Tips and
Warnings. Related Articles. Author Info Last Updated: August 15, Verify the electrical
requirements of the dryer. Most sold for use in the U. Check that any existing dryer receptacle
has this same rating and note number of slots either 3 or 4 slots. Obtain a cord set with the
same electrical rating and number of slots as the receptacle. If purchasing a cord set by
matching the electrical rating of the receptacle; remembering the slot pattern will not matter, as
they are standardized. These cord sets may look similar, but are not interchangeable due to
different electrical ratings. Connect the cord set to the terminal block at the rear of the dryer.
The cord set selected should have only 3 wires line 1, line 2 and neutral; no ground wire. The
center wire of this cable is the neutral wire and the outer wires are the "hot" line 1 and line 2
wires. These hot wires connect to the outer 2 connections the power terminal block of the dryer,
does not matter which is which as long as one hot is connected to each of the outer terminal
connectors. Notice that the center wire neutral wire of the cord set goes to the center connector.
Since in this case the neutral serves as a neutral and a ground connection, a jumper conductor
ground strap is also connected to the center terminal and to the frame of the dryer. A green wire
could also be used to connect the center connector to the frame of the dryer. Understand color
coding of conductors in the cord set. If the dryer cord does have colored wires, white is the
neutral wire to the center connector, the red and black wires are the hot line 1 and line 2 wires
which connect to the 2 outer connections of the dryer terminal block. Don't forget the ground
strap or green wire jumper from the center connector to the dryer frame. You can wire it to the
back of the dryer but make sure to unplug it first! I can't emphasize that enough. Dryers are on a
amp breaker and they can kill you! If you have to change the receptacle, then yes, turn the
breaker off and use a test on the wire before handling them. Yes No. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 5.
Yes, unless you want your house to double as a sauna. There will be no deadly gases, but VERY
damp moist air. Not Helpful 3 Helpful Kyaw Zintun. Brown is live line L , and blue is neutral N.
Not Helpful 4 Helpful 3. You may want to try separating the dryers, so they are not on the same
circuit breaker. Plug them into a more powerful circuit like a 20 amp. Not Helpful 7 Helpful 3. The
smallest size Romex wire you should use is 10 gauge, along with a 30 amp breaker. Not Helpful
0 Helpful 0. Unanswered Questions. If the wire snaps and burns, can I reuse it on an electric
dryer? Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Securely
tighten the wires under the terminals. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Submit a Tip All tip submissions
are carefully reviewed before being published. Helpful 7 Not Helpful 4. In particular, using
neutral as ground will prevent ELCBs earth leakage circuit breakers or RCDs residual current
devices from operating and hence present an electrocution hazard. Helpful 5 Not Helpful 8. It is
illegal in Canada to work on any V circuit unless you are a licensed electrician. If you start a fire,
your insurance can be voided. Helpful 6 Not Helpful While an acceptable practice some years
ago, as stated in the opening, this practice has been banned in the U. The only safe, legal way to
connect 4 wire ranges and dryers is with a 4 wire cord set to a 4 wire receptacle fed by a four
wire circuit. Adapters and 3 wire cord sets used to connect these appliances are not permitted.
A new, four wire circuit and receptacle is the only safe, legal and accepted method to connect
these appliances. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: August 15,
Categories: Electrical Wiring and Safety Switches. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that
has been read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to
use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to. By
signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Start
eating vegetarian in 5 days, even if you love steak. Take the Course. X Help us do more We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Let's do this! It only takes a minute to sign up. No matter which way I run the
wire, its feet of wire required. Depending on whether you have an electrical dryer or a gas dryer,

the answer will be different. I am going to assume you are in the US, and using an electrical
dryer. Then the calculation goes like this:. Assuming you have an electrical dryer, typical power
use might be anywhere from W to W source. But let's assume the dryer you have is right at the
limit of your electrical circuit - that is a 30 A, V dedicated circuit. I will compute the voltage and
power drop resulting from using different gages of wire, assuming that current which is high
Resistance of round trip! But just because it's code doesn't mean your dryer will be working
well. All that power going into heating the wire and not drying the clothes - that's probably not
what you want. Do be careful about making sure that your wire "can breathe". If you bury it
under carpets etc, it will get MUCH hotter because the heat won't be able to get away. To be
safe, I would probably go with the 8 AWG wire and make sure all the power ends up drying
clothes, not heating the wires. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up
and rise to the top. What gauge wire do I need for my dryer? Ask Question. Asked 4 years, 9
months ago. Active 10 months ago. Viewed 85k times. Will with ground work? Or is the run too
long and I need to have with ground? Improve this question. ArchonOSX Rollie Meloy Rollie
Meloy 41 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 2 2 bronze badges. How many amps will your dryer
require? Is it a Dr. Seuss holiday or something? Everyone is speaking in rhyme Add a comment.
Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Speedy Petey Speedy Petey Tyson Tyson 4, 1 1 gold
badge 13 13 silver badges 25 25 bronze badges. I based the text of the answer v on the table
heading to avoid confusion. This this is always contained in an informational note so it is not an
enforceable part of the code but it is advisable. I'd have to agree with Tyson. This is a good
general rule of thumb to follow. Then the calculation goes like this: Assuming you have an
electrical dryer, typical power use might be anywhere from W to W source. According to the
National Electrical Code , you need to use 10 AWG or better to carry 30 A safely:: But just
because it's code doesn't mean your dryer will be working well. Floris Floris 4 4 bronze badges.
Even your link says W with typical being watts. I have yet to see a typical full-sized electric dryer
that required less than a 30A circuit. SpeedyPetey - you're right, I updated for the whole range
of power from to But since the original question didn't specify the wattage, it's hard to give a
definitive answer. Better to show the method. Oh no, thats wrong. Most dryers demand a
dedicated 30A circuit. If they don't actually draw 30A, they require a de-rate that requires you to
compute load as if they do. That's because they are engineered to the alllowed limits of a 30A
circuit - makers would prefer to go higher still, because even at 30A they are slow to dry
compared to gas. Your thoroughness is admirable, but please! Recompute for an honest W V x
30A. Floris 22A or 23A is typical for dryers and hot water heaters. See how that nicely dovetails
to a 30A dedicated circuit. By design. You don't to get to throw in a bunch of fudge factors,
because a committee of pretty smart people who look at fire reports all day, have already done
so and written NEC. Yes, coming from an EE perspective, code electrical is a perplexing beast,
full of strange idioms, awful compromises and clever hacks. Eventually you go "OH. That's why
they do that. Oh, and lawyers, as civil liability is a factor too. An astonishing amount of, well not
engineering exactly, but "grand design" has gone into keeping things K. Show 5 more
comments. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using
Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on
Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Related 8. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. In , the rules about how clothes dryers
connect to electric panels changed in many places. Their standard plugs, which used to
connect to a three prong outlet as shown in Figure 1, were updated to a four prong version. The
earlier models of dryers used to wire the neutral and the ground together, which at the time was
accepted by the NEC National Electric Code standards. With the four wire outlet mandated in
Figure 2 , however, the NEC realized that replacing old existing outlets and their wiring could
prove to be much too invasive and costly in older homes that would have to be upgraded to the
new 4-wire system, and it was decided that the three prong outlets would remain
code-compliant. But thankfully, the problem is much easier to resolve than it looks. With the
three prong V outlets still within the code, there is nothing to modify at the outlet. All the
modifications are to be done at the dryer level, by first getting a three prong cord from the
hardware store, and rewiring it in place in a specific way as described below. Since the three
prong outlet is still compliant with the code, all you need is a new three prong cord that
matches the pattern of the outlet. As shown in Figure 4 , there are more than just one type of
three-prong cords for ranges and dryers, so care must be taken to get the right one. Looking at
the four wire cable going in, there are a black, a red, a white, and a green wire hooked up inside
as in Figure 5. With the proper Phillips screwdriver or socket wrench , remove the screws
securing the green wires to the chassis, and the three wires to the terminal block, taking care
not to lose any of the screws inside and making note of where each color goes. The cable clamp
holding that cord can then be loosened up and the four wire cable can be removed from the

dryer. The new cord with only three wires is inserted into the knockout opening that is now
freed, but without the cable clamp at this time. As illustrated in Figure 6 , there's no green wire
in the new three prong cable, so if the three wires are colored, the wires should be attached to
the terminal block to match the same colored wires from the dryer. If the new cord is a flat cable
without color-coding, the center wire goes to the middle terminal screw and the outside wires
go attached to each of the outside terminals on the terminal block. The grounding strap still
goes connected as described above. With the new cable hooked up, the cable clamp can be
tightened up to secure the cord in place. With this done, the access cover can also be put back
and screwed in place. And there it is, ready to get plugged in and tested. We welcome your
comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may
freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our
Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Written by Charles Ouellet. What You'll Need.
Phillips screwdriver. Socket wrench. Wiring a Humidifier to a Furnace Blower. Removing Drop
Ceiling Tiles. Wiring Outlets in Parallel. Hot Tub Electrical Requirements. How to Repair a
Tankless Water Heater. Appliances Dryer Electrical. Related Posts Receptacle change question.
I have a plug wired for an electric dryer, with the typical four prong plug Read More. Dryer Plug :
3 prong vs 4 prong. We moved houses recently and, On my older electric dryer I replaced the
Need help with electric dryer. Don't know what's going on. I trying to figure out why my dryer is
not working had somebody do some wir Related Posts Dryer Plug : 3 prong vs 4 prong. Can I
swap a 4 prong dryer plug for a 3 prong plug? New dryer has 4 prongs, new older home has a 3
prong receptacle and I can't Hi everyone - any help would be much appreciated. I have a feeling
this is Lamp 2 Prong Plug. I've got an old lamp that needs a new 2 prong plug. I know that
regular la Popular Articles. How to Install a Washer and Dryer. By Avantica David.
Understanding Different Types of Wires a Understanding Different Types of Wires and Cables.
By Jeff Grundy. How to Fix a Broken Electrical Cable. Wiring an Dryer Motor Start Switch: Dryer
Motor Centrifugal Start Switch, Dryer switch number is the motor switch which has 2 sets of
terminals, with three wire connections on each side. Electrical Question: I was cleaning inside
of my Kenmore dryer, and I removed the drive motor number Application: Wiring a Dryer Motor.
Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools and connect
the volt dryer cord. Precaution: Identify the dryer circuit at the electric panel, turn it OFF and
Tag it with a Note before working with the dryer cord wiring. Notice: Wiring a dryer cord and
making the electrical connections should be done according to local and national electrical
codes and using approved materials. Dryer switch number is the motor switch which has 2 sets
of terminals, with three wire connections on each side. Wiring a Dryer for 3-Wire and 4-Wire
Cords. Wiring Diagrams. Electrical Circuit Breakers for Volt Dryers. A guide to home electrical
circuit breakers and how they work to protect your electrical wiring. When properly installed,
your home electrical wiring is protected by a circuit protection device. Get a Quick Reply! Ask
an Electrical Question. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work
with tools, work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important:
Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done
according to local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected. How a Quad
Electrical Circuit Breaker Could Be Used â€” In this case, the 2-pole may be replaced by a quad
30 amp circuit breaker which will provide the volt circuit for the electric dryer. The circuit wiring
configuration is critical and must be done correctly in order for both of the circuits to work
correctly, and of course, the quad circuit breaker must be available for that particular make and
model electrical panel. Electrical Question: I have a amp panel at home with no more room for
circuit breakers. I got a new electric dryer and I wanted to get a sub panel to feed it. What size
sub-panel could I use and wire sizes please. This electrical question came from: Jose, a Student
from Reading , Pennsylvania. See more about Home Wiring for Pennsylvania. Jose, save your
money, you may not need to install a new sub-panel! In most cases, and with newer electrical
service panels, there are quad circuit breaker that can be used to create two 2-pole volt circuits
in the same place as one 2-pole volt circuits. Skill Level : Intermediate to Advanced. Estimated
Time : Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools and install electrical
circuit wiring. Notice : Installing additional circuit wiring should be done with a permit and be
inspected. In the case of this question, the 2-pole may be replaced by a quad 30 amp circuit
breaker which will provide the volt circuit for the electric dryer. As always, I recommend that a
qualified electrical contractor be called to perform any electrical panel work. Electrical Wire for
the Home. Basic House Wiring Circuits. This article looks at common volt and volt house wiring
circuits and the circuit breakers that are installed identifying the types and amperage sizes used
in most homes. Electrical Panel Circuit Listing. Circuit Wiring. Electrical Circuit Breakers. A
guide to home electrical circuit breakers and how they work to protect your electrical wiring.
When properly installed, your home electrical wiring is protected by a circuit protection device.
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Wire. Complete listing of electrical wire types and parts used for home projects with electrical
code information serves as selection guidelines. Wiring a Dryer for 3-Wire and 4-Wire Cords.
See an electric dryer installation with a typical Volt electric power cord wiring system. You may
find yourself with either a 3-wire or 4-wire electric dryer, or a 3-wire or 4-wire outlet. Lets look a
how the electric dryer is wired and what to do if your cord does not match the plug. Name
required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question.
Click here to cancel reply. Wiring Connections for an Electric Water Heater. Estimated Time:
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